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Introduction 

Churches are a “forgotten” aspect of urban geography despite having been a ubiquitous 
feature of Australia’s cityscape since the early days of European settlement. Christianity was 
originally imported to Australia from Great Britain in 1788, and the first church was built in 
Sydney Cove as early as 1793 (State Library New South Wales n.d.). The institution of The 
Church Act in 1836 and the provision of government subsidies promoted church construction 
for a variety of denominations in the colony (State Library New South Wales n.d.). 
Consequently, a substantial number of churches were built over the first half of the nineteenth 
century. By the year of Federation, 97 percent of Australians identified as Christian (Henry 
and Kurzak 2012), although no doubt many were only nominally affiliated. Following World 
War II, changes to the White Australia policy from the 1950s, and the acceptance of refugees 
from the 1960s, resulted in an influx of migrants from countries other than Great Britain. 
Migration further diversified the Christian denominations (Migration Heritage Centre 2010; 
Henry and Kurzak 2012) and brought a variety of other religions.1 

Today, churches are considered as assets in terms of their architecture and heritage values, as 
social and cultural institutions, and as community facilities (Hoernig 2006). However, in recent 
decades declining rates of member attendance have contributed to a gradual disappearance of 
churches. Also, many people perceive that churches retain little relevance. In the planning 
sphere, the rhetoric surrounding sustainability rarely includes the relationship between urban 
development and churches - seen as a component of social sustainability (Daniel 2012; Greed 
2016; Mazumdar and Mazumdar 2013).  

Despite an apparent decline in religious adherence, more than half of the Australian population 
still identifies as Christian (ABS 2018) and 91% of Australians continue to place value on 
churches for their community benefits, such as education, health and welfare, even when they 
do not believe that churches are personally beneficial (McCrindle 2014). New church buildings 
continue to be constructed and new congregations established, sometimes in unlikely places: 
school halls, retail centres, and even industrial buildings. Also, not all churches have been 
beleaguered by decline, and some congregations are growing exponentially. Research 
demonstrates that churches are significant economic contributors to local communities 
(Cnaan 2009). They also contribute to neighbourhood stability (Kinney and Winter 2006): 
there is a correlation between closing places of worship and neighbourhood decline (Cnaan 
and An 2018).  

To document the effect of church development on urban space, this paper examines the 
current status and emerging spatial trends among churches in Brisbane, Australia. Employing 
a mix of methods, the authors seek to elucidate the role of religion in the city. While the 
account is mostly descriptive, it is the first of its kind for an Australian city. As such it builds 
a base to help urban geographers understand the expressions and needs of religious groups 
(Mazumdar and Mazumdar 2013).  

Moreover, being aware and keeping abreast of emerging trends (Nettler 2013) in the sphere 
of religion can assist current and future urban planning and governance. How and where 
churches are located can have significant spatial impacts and therefore urban planning 
implications. Ill-conceived church development can precipitate land-use conflicts, give rise to 
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transit and parking issues, cause noise and/or amenity problems in neighbourhoods, and 
contribute to urban sprawl (Mazumdar and Mazumdar 2013; Adema 2013). On the other 
hand, if planning regulations are too austere, they may impede the enabling role played by 
places of worship in the enjoyment of faith, to which people are constitutionally entitled 
(Villaroman 2015).  

Case study context of Brisbane  

Brisbane, Queensland’s capital city, has a population of over 1.1 million (Australian Bureau of 

Statistics 2018). In this paper, ‘Brisbane’ refers only to the local government area (LGA), 
although it is often used broadly to designate the Greater Brisbane Area, which incorporates 
several other LGAs (The Population Experts 2012). The area was first occupied by Europeans 
in 1824 as a penal colony. From 1860, the newly established Queensland Parliament 
encouraged and actively recruited new settlers. Over 250,000 people emigrated to the state 
(predominantly from Great Britain) before the turn of the century (Harrison 2010), and 
Brisbane was declared a city in 1902.  

Brisbane became a major commercial location by the late 1880s, exploiting its river position 
and the establishment of a port. It significantly advanced in growth during World War II whilst 
serving as the main South Pacific headquarters for Australian and American allied service 
personnel (Brisbane Marketing n.d.). From the 1960s, Queensland began to capitalise on its 
value as a tourist destination, and the percentage of residents who were born overseas 
continued to increase (The Population Experts, 2011). Brisbane achieved world renown in the 
1980s with the hosting of the Commonwealth Games and Expo 88. Most recently, on the 

back of the staging of the G20 World Leaders Summit in the city, Brisbane has ‘New World 

City’ aspirations, placing it in the competitive global market (Brisbane Marketing n.d.).  

The types and locations of facilities that churches occupy in Brisbane are affected by several 
factors, including the church’s tradition and philosophy of ministry (Stetzer 2016). Today there 
is considerable variety. Catholics have tended towards more elaborate structures from their 
conviction that the buildings themselves are “houses of God” (Ankone 2016, 45) (Brisbane 
City Council Heritage Unit 1996). In contrast, Protestant churches generally have favoured a 
conservative, utilitarian building style, reasoning that ‘the church’ consists of the congregation 
and that the buildings are not sacred in and of themselves (Ankone 2016). Many churches built 
in recent years have moved away from traditional church architecture to more secular designs 
reminiscent of shopping malls and modern office complexes (Buggeln 2015). Lippy and 
Williams (2010) noted a move this century towards unconventional meeting places such as 
coffee houses and even nightclubs, plus increasing adaptive reuse of existing buildings as a 
reflection of post-modern influences. 

Typically, the location and type of building is also directly influenced by the stage of growth 
of the church. Church facilities generally undergo a predictable process of growth through 
several phases of development (although not all churches progress linearly through each stage), 
identified broadly as: (i) meeting in homes of church leaders or members; (ii) temporary or 
rented – shared facilities, rented retail, commercial or industrial spaces, or community 
centres/educational facilities; (iii) construction of a permanent place of worship; and (iv) 
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expansion of place of worship (Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 2003; Hoernig 2006; Town of 
Oakville Planning Services Department 2011).  

At this point in Brisbane, the predominant church building stage is permanent places of 
worship (Figure 1). However, a significant proportion of churches rent or otherwise use a 
temporary space. Of those, most either rent an educational facility building, or share another 
church’s building (meeting at an alternative time). Sharing premises is particularly popular with 
ethnic ‘niche’ churches, which lack the resources to establish their own premises. Figure 1 
reveals that 36 churches have built new premises or undergone expansion within the last ten 
years. This means that that there is still demand for church development in Brisbane despite 
declining Christian adherence. Being aware of the diversity of church development stages is 
important for land use policy, as a ‘one size fits all’ approach would not suffice. 

 
Figure 1. Stages of church development in Brisbane. 

Data and analysis  

The research for this study involved mixed methods. These included:  

 Conducting a literature review to construct an analytical framework (López 2013).  

 Compiling a comprehensive database of Brisbane churches to use as a basis for the case 
study analysis. Information was collected from online church directories, denominational 
websites, a photographic database of current and former Australian churches (Conn 2018), 
the Yellow Pages, and Google Maps. The identified churches were then verified as being 
current by individually viewing church buildings on Google Street View and checking for 
an active website. Accordingly, a few closed or duplicated churches were excluded from the 
database. While the resultant database is extensive, some small or new churches may have 
been omitted. Several identified home-based churches were excluded from the overall 
analysis because of their transient and inconspicuous nature, and the likelihood that there 
are many more which are unlisted. 

 Analysing 2016 census data for Brisbane to estimate Christian adherence, as a share of the 
overall populations by suburb. All identified churches within the Brisbane local government 
area were included. Census data were triangulated with the findings of a recent report by 
McCrindle (2017), which summarises church attendance in Australia. Attendance figures 
for individual churches were not quantified because the data is not freely accessible 
(churches do not publish attendance lists).  

 Determining zones and site areas for each church property. This was achieved by 
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conducting individual property searches on PD Online.2 At times, identifying alternative 
street numbers or names for churches was undertaken by trial and error through Google 
Maps, as addresses listed on church websites did not always correspond with the listed 
parcel addresses. The PD online search3 also yielded information about church properties 
that have logged current and recent development applications, both approved and pending 
(since 2008). 

 Identifying church building types through Google Street View.  

 Geocoding church locations in GIS (ArcMap 10.6). The church location layer was overlaid 
on a suburb boundary layer, and the church point locations were then converted to a heat 
map. The suburb layer was refined to include only the Brisbane City Council local 
government area. Demand polygons were created for each suburb by importing total 
Christian populations as a percentage of each suburb’s total population (from 2016 census 
data), and reclassifying the polygons according to their density: less than 40%, 40-60% and 
>60% (based on the cumulative Brisbane figure of 50.2% Christian). 

 Quantifying the distribution of church development stages and the distribution of churches 
in zones in the form of frequency distribution graphs and charts and histograms. ArcMap 
10.6 was used to visually represent church locations and densities, relative Christian 
population densities (indicating demand), and church catchment areas.  

 Measuring the catchment areas of churches. This proved to be a challenge with the available 
data. Without surveying congregants, it was impossible to know all their suburbs of origin. 
However, that problem was addressed in a reasonably satisfactory manner by identifying 
suburb localities from lists of home-groups locations, which some churches publish on 
their websites. Home-groups are mid-week small group church meetings in congregants’ 
homes. As such, they are a useful proxy measure of the church catchment area. It was 
impractical to visually represent the catchment areas of all churches, and insufficient data 
were available. Therefore, only a few churches were selected for representation, in order to 
illustrate varying ranges of influence. Multi-ring buffers were created around the selected 
churches in ArcMap 10.6, at 5 kilometre increments, to include all suburbs from which 
congregants travel.  

 Compiling a list of former churches, which have now closed, principally from the 
‘Australia’s Christian Heritage’ website (Conn 2018), which has an extensive photographic 
record of past churches. It is unlikely that this list is comprehensive. However, it was 
included to provide insight into if and how redundant church properties are being 
repurposed. A search of the address in Google Street View or Google was conducted to 
glean information about the current use of the sites. 

 Exemplifying church trends in the Brisbane context, by presenting some brief qualitative 
case examples. These were based on information provided on church websites, 
development application documents (from Brisbane City Council’s PD Online), and 
transcripts from the Queensland Planning and Environment Court.  

Findings: Emerging church trends  

The ensuing analysis covers seven themes, including: (1) church attendance; (2) church 
location and catchment area; (3) facility site and size; (4) advent of megachurches; (5) 
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emergence of niche churches; (6) accessory and auxiliary uses; and (7) online church presence. 
This seven-point framework was derived from a review of the literature. In each of the 
following sections, a discussion of the findings from international studies (which are scant, as 
noted) precedes the analysis of the Brisbane case study.  

Church attendance  

Possibly the most obvious trend of Christian churches around the world is that of declining 
membership and attendance (Ankone 2016; Henry and Kurzak 2012; Menzies 2011). Christian 
affiliation has dwindled over the past century (see Figure 2). A recent study reported that 
although Christianity remains the predominant religion in Australia, only one third of those 
who identify as Christian attend church at least once a month (McCrindle 2017). It must be 
noted, however, that the decline is not uniform. Some regions and certain Christian 
persuasions (for example, Pentecostal churches) are actually growing (Suter n.d.). 

This study is primarily concerned with spatial patterns and consequences of church decline 
rather than the reasons for declining or shifting church membership - a reflection which 
arguably belongs to theologians and sociologists. A declining membership has had significant 
ramifications for many churches in terms of how to remain fiscally resilient. It has created a 
substantial financial burden for congregations that once thrived. In some cases, it has also 
precipitated the issue of what to do with redundant religious buildings (Ankone 2016; Menzies 
2011).  

 
Figure 2. Major religious affiliations in Australia. Adapted from Henry and Kurzak (2012). 

In the United States, various strategies have been used by churches to remain financially afloat, 
including: down-sizing to smaller premises; sharing spaces with other congregations (either 
through merging congregations, or through staggered meeting times); and generating revenue 
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through renting or hiring out church office space, halls and kitchens, and even parking lots 
(Quednau 2017). Regarding churches that have closed, a case study of church conversions in 
Montreal, Canada (Menzies 2011) found that the simplest and most common type of church 
repurposing is reuse by another denomination or religious group. Community use was also 
found to be successful while conversion to a cultural facility (such as a museum or library) 
tended to be expensive. Residential and private use conversions are often the least viable due 
to the cost and community opposition (due to the loss of community service). 

Brisbane churches have adopted a number of responses to declining attendance.4 Several 
church websites mention that their current church was produced from the merger of two or 
more former congregations. That is a viable option for churches of shared denominations in 
relatively close proximity which are facing similar issues of decline, as they are able to pool 
resources and liquidate superfluous property and resources.  

Many churches are maximising the resources that they have, for example, by making their 
facilities available for hire to community members and groups whenever the church is not 
using those. A few churches which have extensive resources have sold or repurposed a 
redundant building or space: one former church school building is now an indoor swimming 
school, and another inner-city church has transformed a disused garage space into a “hole-in-
the-wall” café (Figure 3).  

 
Figure 3. ‘The Dugout on Ernest’ at St Clement’s Catholic Church. Source: Lidster n.d.. 

Some churches have had to close and sell their facilities. Most of the physical buildings have 
been retained (many due to heritage listing), but the church properties have been repurposed 
in a variety of ways (Figure 4).  

How churches are repurposed is constrained by church philosophy, issues such as heritage 
listing, and the zoning of the site location. Ankone (2016) suggests that the Catholic Church 
has traditionally preferred to demolish buildings rather than retain the building for a profane 
use, while Protestant churches are less concerned. The Brisbane City Plan stipulates that sites 
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in the Community Facilities zone should be retained for alternative community purposes, and 
for public rather than private use (Brisbane City Council 2014). While this considerably 
restricts the adaptive reuse of those locations, the conversion of churches to residential 
properties and for business use has been common in Brisbane. 

 
Figure 4. Current uses of former Brisbane churches. 

Location and catchment  

Research in Toronto reveals an emerging trend for churches to locate in employment areas 
(that is, retail and industrial zones), which are often cheaper (Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 
2003, 2008; Hoernig 2006). In one UK town, the same trend precipitated the banning of any 
new development of places of worship in employment zones, citing insufficient supply of 
available employment land as justification (Hatherly 2012). Research also reveals a tendency 
of new churches to favour localities in greenfield and rural areas, due to the availability of 
larger parcels of land, fewer issues associated with opposition from neighbours, and cheaper 
site costs (Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 2003; Menzies 2011). This has had the negative 
effect of perpetuating urban sprawl (Adema 2011).  

In Brisbane, nearly 460 current churches were identified (although some churches share 
locations). The map in Figure 5 indicates a concentration of churches towards the inner 
suburbs of Brisbane, but also reveals the church development pattern mirroring the sprawl of 
the city. Churches can be found in almost every zonal designation, although most are 
appropriately located in ‘community purposes’ zones (Figure 6). Brisbane City Plan 2014 
encourages churches to be established in ‘community facilities’ or ‘centre’ zones (Brisbane City 
Council 2014), although there is scope for alternative locations and many churches are 
currently located in residential zones.  

As in Canada and the UK, some churches are being established in employment zones, even in 
industrial areas. This trend does not appear to have been of as much concern in Brisbane as 
elsewhere. In fact, it may be seen as useful since parking spaces are already in existence in 
employment zones and not in use during the weekend (when congregants attend church). On 
the other hand, locating churches away from convenient public transport nodes perpetuates 
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car dependency, and increases demand for parking facilities, especially as public transport 
availability is reduced on weekends.  

 
Figure 5. Heat map of Brisbane church localities.5 

Based on news reports (Nancarrow 2011; Killoran and McMahon 2014), there appears to be 
increasing community opposition to church developments in or near residential zones. In view 
of Brisbane’s intention to accommodate residential growth predominantly through infill 
(Brisbane City Council 2013), increasing future conflicts between existing uses (such as 
churches) and encroaching residences are likely. This also highlights the need to protect 
‘community purpose’ zones in order to ensure sufficient suitable locations for churches (and 
other places of worship) remain in Brisbane, despite competing development objectives. 

 
Figure 6. Brisbane churches by zone.6 

Figure 7 overlays the church locations with the relative Christian population densities. Of note 
is the Christian concentration in the south-eastern suburbs, often designated as Brisbane’s 
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‘Bible Belt’ (Hey (2010), and yet the relative lack of physical church locations within that area. 
Most of that region forms part of a significant environmental area, which restricts high 
intensity development such as churches. Additionally, several of the megachurches are in that 
region (see Figure 8), effectively reducing demand for smaller churches.  

Also remarkable is the relative concentration of churches in the inner city. Although most of 
those churches were built pre- or mid-twentieth century, it is surprising how many have 
endured there, considering the current low ‘Christian density’. Similarly, Kinney and Winter 
(2006) comment about the unexpected persistence of churches in inner-city neighbourhoods 
in St Louis (United States), despite population migration out of the city.  

 
Figure 7. Relative Christian population densities by suburb. Based on 2016 ABS census data, as a percentage of total 

population.7 

A likely explanation is that existing churches may have increased their areas of influence. The 
‘area of influence’ of a geographical centre or feature is associated with the frequency of citizen 
travel to it (Pumain 2014). Many churches today have moved away from ‘neighbourhood-
scaled’ buildings towards larger facilities designed to cater for a district or city scale (Beer 2009; 
TOPSD 2011). That has resulted in larger catchments, with congregants today travelling from 
more of a ‘regional’ area, rather than just the ‘local’ vicinity (TOPSD 2011; Macaulay Shiomi 
Howson Ltd. 2003).  

The trend towards larger catchment areas does not seem to be unique to large churches. Even 
some small churches have widely dispersed populations (Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 2003). 
Wider dispersal tends to be associated with ‘niche congregations’ - that is, ethnic congregations 
and also consumerism/secularisation-generated tastes of particular congregations (Beer 2009; 
Hoernig 2006). Larger catchments also arise when two or more churches with declining 
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populations consolidate to one location (Macaulay Shiomi Howson 2003).  

Regionally-drawing churches are associated with greater traffic and parking implications as 
congregants are drawn from many different areas, and most tend to travel to church by car 
(TOPSD 2011). There are further implications for churches who desire to have a positive 
social impact in their neighbourhood in that a church’s interaction with its neighbours depends 
on the extent to which its members live within the church’s physical proximity (Kinney and 
Winter 2006, 346). 

 
Figure 8. Area of influence of selected Brisbane churches.8 

It is difficult to determine the area of influence of all Brisbane churches without surveying all 
churchgoers about their actual suburbs of origin. However, home group9 locations give a 
reasonable estimation. Three Brisbane churches of varying sizes and locations, with home 
group locations listed on their websites, were chosen to give an indication of the area of 
influence of churches general. Figure 8 demonstrates that some congregants are travelling 
extensive distances to reach their church. Forest Lake Baptist has a smaller area of influence 
than the other two churches. This may be due to its lower profile (as it meets in a school 
building) or to a difference in ministerial focus (local, rather than regional). The other two 
churches have similar areas of influence, but for divergent reasons. Ann St Presbyterian, 
although not physically a large church, boasts three congregations that focus on different 
demographics in the city, whereas Life Church consists of a large “niche” congregation (in 
terms of worship approach) and is associated with a parochial school that draws families from 
a regional base. 
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Facility site and size 

Most prior research (predominantly set in Canada) has noted a common trend towards a 
significant increase in modern church building sizes (in terms of gross floor area), and also a 
slight increase in plot sizes (Hoernig 2006; Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 2003, 2008; Connell 
2005; Lippy and Williams 2010). However, a few studies have found the opposite: a move 
away from particularly large facilities and towards more modestly-scaled buildings. Surveyed 
churches were accommodating growth through multiple services and/or multiple sites instead 
(Stetzer 2016; Rainer 2017).  

In Brisbane, nearly two thirds of the churches included occupy relatively small sites (less than 
half a hectare) (Figure 9). Some churches occupy particularly large sites – up to thirteen 
hectares in a few cases. Generally, such churches are associated with ‘auxiliary’ uses such as 
schools and aged care facilities (with one notable exception where the zoning of the land 
constrains extensive development). Many of the churches that occupy large sites also have 
sizeable buildings, so a trend towards large premises is evident.10 However, the opposite trend 
towards multiple sites and multiple services rather than large buildings is also apparent in 
Brisbane. 

 
Figure 9. Brisbane churches by site area. 

The relevant planning frameworks for Brisbane include the local City Plan and the regional 
South East Queensland Regional Plan 2017. Neither of those plans have specific policy 
guidelines or recommendations for the development of churches (or places of worship in 
general). A few codes in the City Plan give general guidance about suitable development types 
and outcomes, and the City Plan 2014 encourages churches to be establish in either 
‘community facilities’ or ‘centre’ zones (Brisbane City Council 2014). But overall the city only 
has general guidelines for church development, and is relatively permissive in terms of where 
churches can be located. 

Advent of megachurches 

In recent decades there has been a trend towards a scale of church not seen before: the 
megachurch (Table 1). These (often rapidly) growing churches are evident in a range of 
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denominations and affiliations, although are particularly prevalent in the Pentecostal 
persuasion. Their fundamental characteristic is congregation size: approximately 2,000 or more 
weekly attendees (James 2013; Beer 2009; Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 2003).  

Table 1. Megachurches in Australia.  

Year Australian population (millions) 
Number of megachurches  
(>2,000 weekly attendees) 

1950 4 0 

1970 13 3 (1 in 4.3 mill.) 

1990 17.3 10 (1 in 1.7 mill.) 

2005 20.1 21 (1 in 900,000) 

Source: Hey (2010).  

Megachurches are a phenomenon that emerged first in the United States in the 1950s, and 
have since become globally prominent (Hey 2010). They are conspicuous in size and scale and 
tend to possess significant resources (Connell 2005; Beer 2009). In 2005, the United States 
had 1,210 identified megachurches and Australia had 21, having grown from just ten in 1990 
(Hey 2010). Brisbane, likewise, is beginning to see the rising trend of megachurches, with eight 
currently identified – more than a third of Australian megachurches are located here (Figure 
10). 

The trend towards megachurches (and other large congregations) can present considerable 
challenges for urban planning and governance. Due to their size and scale, megachurches 
naturally have a larger catchment area, and church members drive past many smaller churches 
to attend (Beer 2009). This perpetuates car-dependency for those congregations unless mega-
church locations are well-serviced by public transport. Presently that is not the case in 
Brisbane.  

 
Figure 10. Megachurch locations in Brisbane (overlaid on relative Christian population densities).  
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There is also the issue of where to locate extra large-scale church facilities, giving due 
consideration to zoning and issues of noise and neighbourhood amenity (Beer 2009). The case 
of the most recently-built Brisbane megachurch, Riverlife Baptist Church, is illustrative.  

 
Figure 11. Riverlife Baptist Church. Source: The Joy Project (2017).  

This church inaugurated its new facility in 2017 after a nearly two decade long planning battle. 
Prior to that, it had been situated on the eastern side of Brisbane, in the suburb of Kenmore. 
During the 1990s, the congregation grew substantially (to about 2,500 people), and despite 
multiple service times, the facility remained overcrowded. The church searched for years for 
a suitable nearby relocation site. In 2000, it lodged a development application for a property 
in Pinjarra Hills (Supreme Court Library Queensland 2002). The church argued that there was 
no other appropriately-zoned land available in the surrounding areas of that community, and 
that the City Plan and the Town Plan (which had just been superseded) had “made inadequate 
provision for such a significant community use” (Supreme Court Library Queensland 2002, 
20). However, that application was refused due to concerns about inappropriate impact on 
traffic and the amenity of the semi-rural area. The current building, depicted in Figure 11, 
resembles big box mall architecture, and is surrounded by a vast, impervious parking lot. 

Emergence of niche churches 

Increased global migration rates (United Nations and OECD 2013) have resulted in greater 
ethnic diversity in many countries around the world. Naturally, as new ethnic groups migrate 
to countries without a shared religious heritage, there is an increasing demand for religious 
building development in host countries (Muslim mosques, Hindu and Hebrew temples, etc.). 
Increased ethnic diversity has also given rise to ‘niche’ Christian church congregations that 
cater to specific language groups, increasing the demand for new, expanding or relocating 
churches specifically for these groups (Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 2003; Macaulay Shiomi 
Howson Ltd. & HDR Corporation 2013).  

Due to federal immigration policies, Australia is now regarded as one of the major 
‘immigration nations’, with approximately 28 percent of the 2015 population having been born 
overseas (Phillips and Simon-Davies 2017). In Brisbane, greater ethnic diversity has increased 
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the numbers of ‘niche’ Christian churches catering specifically to various language groups (for 
example, Greek or Serbian). Most such churches in Brisbane share the premises of another 
church due to their small congregation sizes. However, one niche church is a megachurch 
(Brisbane Full Gospel Church - Korean) and a few have recent new constructions (Hosanna 
Church – multicultural; Logos Brisbane Christian Church - Chinese). Continued immigration 
rates will likely increase the demand for new niche church buildings in the future. 

Accessory and auxiliary uses 

Many churches today are associated with accessory and auxiliary uses. Accessory uses are those 
integral to the functioning of the church, such as offices and meeting rooms (Macaulay Shiomi 
Howson Ltd. 2003), whilst auxiliary uses have much wider applicability, and might include 
community facilities such as day-care centres, schools, nursing homes, and recreational 
centres. The association of such uses with churches is not new, but the types of accessory and 
auxiliary uses have evolved over time. For example, there has been an increasing trend towards 
churches planning intentional ‘third places’ (social surroundings apart from homes and work). 
Some examples include coffee shops, event spaces, and youth hubs (Stetzer 2016). A study in 
Ontario, Canada, established that larger church facilities (that is, with gross floor area greater 
than 1,000m2) are more likely to have an auxiliary use (Engel-Yan and Hollingworth 2013).  

The presence of auxiliary uses is generally viewed positively as there is a general recognition 
in society and the literature that churches play a role in the provision of social services for 
communities (Connell 2005; Wiseman 2010; Chaves and Tsitsos 2001; Stetzer 2016). These 
services are separate and complementary to those provided by governments, businesses and 
non-profit groups. An extensive American study conservatively concluded that the average 
church’s contribution to its local community was over $2.5 million (Cnaan and An 2018). 
Although only a portion of the churches’ overall community value was from social services, 
the largest contribution came through the less tangible, individual impacts, such as crime 
prevention, refugee assistance, and marriage counselling.  

At the same time, the increasing incidence of auxiliary uses, especially in conjunction with 
larger facilities and churches located in employment zones, can potentially lead to community 
conflicts related to land-use compatibility, parking availability, traffic congestion, noise levels, 
and visual amenity (Macaulay Shiomi Howson Ltd. 2003; TOPSD 2011). As such, auxiliary 
uses place constraints on where churches can be developed. 

Most Brisbane churches are associated with at least one auxiliary use. Auxiliary uses are diverse, 
ranging from halls available for hire (the most common use), to child care, opportunity shops, 
cafés, and Men’s Sheds.11 The latter has increased in popularity due to the availability of 
Brisbane City Council Men’s Shed grants for not-for-profit groups (Brisbane City Council 
2017), and is within the purview of the community focus of churches. As expected, there tends 
to be a correlation between site size and auxiliary uses, with the largest church sites most likely 
to be associated with a school or aged care facility. Most community services are provided by 
the churches with subsidised or no cost to the beneficiaries. This alleviates pressure on 
government and non-government institutions to fund or facilitate social service programs.  
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Online presence 

A relatively recent church trend is the appearance of ‘online churches’. Online churches are 
presented as alternatives for people who cannot (or choose not to) attend a traditional physical 
church building, as a ‘front door’ to the physical church, and also to augment local church 
attendance (Payne 2015, Tomberlin 2017; Associated Press 2009). Online churches have 
various manifestations, ranging from those that offer live-streamed video services in 
conjunction with their physical presence, to those that “…treat the Internet as a campus all its 
own, with internet chat, dedicated online pastors, and a web ministry ready to serve their cyber-
congregation” (Conrad 2017). Some online churches have thousands of people logging on 
each week from around the world (Tomberlin 2017). Whilst online churches have the potential 
to replace brick-and-mortar churches, most commentators suggest that online churches will 
only ever be supplementary to physical churches (Tomberlin 2017; Associated Press 2009). 
Online ‘campuses’ may even increase physical church attendance by increasing the church’s 
profile (Payne 2015).  

No Brisbane churches currently appear to offer a dedicated ‘online campus’, although there 
are some available elsewhere in Australia. Given that Australia eventually follows general 
emerging trends from the United States, it is likely only a matter of time before Brisbane 
churches follow that trend. Although there is no way to confirm it, it is entirely possible that 
some ‘churchgoers’ in Brisbane now solely ‘attend’ online. It remains to be seen if this will 
affect the proliferation of brick-and-mortar churches. 

Conclusion 

This study examined the current situation of churches in Brisbane, and evaluated how 
applicable the emerging trends among Christian churches internationally are in that context. 
The authors found that overall the identified trends are applicable to the Brisbane context, to 
varying degrees. These trends include: (1) declining church attendance; (2) diverse church 
locations and larger catchment areas than in the past; (3) increases in church sites and facility 
sizes; (4) emergence of ‘megachurches’; (5) growth of ‘niche’ churches; (6) increased accessory 
and auxiliary uses of churches; and (7) online presence of churches.  

Christian church attendance is in decline in Brisbane, as elsewhere, but the decline is not even, 
and a few megachurches have been identified. Churches in varying stages of physical 
development are evident throughout Brisbane. As it is difficult to predict future needs in terms 
of size and location, policy measures and land-use permitting processes need to accommodate 
and reflect church diversity. While online churches as independent ‘campuses’ are not yet 
evident in Brisbane, their presence elsewhere in Australia and around the world may have 
impacts on physical church attendance. 

Social integration has long been valued in Australia, but the need for ethnic communities to 
be able to collectively meet and worship in their native tongue should not be diminished. Also, 
the value and role of churches as social institutions needs to be recognised and accounted for 
in considering their development needs.  

Location is a key consideration for neighbourhood harmony, particularly as Brisbane 
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communities densify. This is especially a concern for churches with intended auxiliary uses, 
and planners need to strike a balance between meeting the needs of the faith community and 
considering broader sustainability goals. The current local and regional planning policies for 
Brisbane place great emphasis on environmental and economic sustainability, but essentially 
ignore social sustainability concerns, at least in terms of the role of religion in society. Effective 
planning requires thorough knowledge of religious spatial needs, present and future. As with 
all land-uses, attention should be given to public consultation and participation both with 
communities and faith groups (Greed 2016). 

Churches, like other social institutions, continue to develop and change as new trends emerge. 
Some of their current and future land-use requirements and impacts on communities may 
diverge from their historic uses. It is prudent for planners and planning policy to be aware of, 
and prepared to address, issues surrounding emerging church trends and needs.  
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Notes  

1 Note that throughout this paper the numerous groups that jointly form the Christian faith are variously referred to as 
‘denominations’, ‘persuasions’ and ‘faith groups’, due to a lack of one clear collective term, and differences in preferred 
designation. For example, Catholics regard themselves as pre-denominational and therefore decline to be called a 
‘denomination’. There is also variation amongst other groups (ReligionFacts 2017). For the most part protestant 
denominations are not addressed individually, but as a single entity, notwithstanding the significant diversity that exists 
amongst them. Some identified trends may pertain to certain denominations or persuasions more than others, but there is 
sufficient homogeneity to consider them collectively for the purposes of this research.  

2 PD Online is a tool developed by the Brisbane City Council to aggregate and search development applications (Brisbane 
City Council n.d.). 

3 Using the Application Enquiry tool, with ‘place of worship’ as a search criterion.  

4 Data are not available on actual attendance figures and the change in attendance from prior eras.  

5 The large area without churches to the west of Brisbane is mostly a National Park and conservation zone, which precludes 
development. 

6 The zones have been amalgamated into generalised categories for this analysis. 

7 Some Brisbane suburbs are not mapped because the ABS did not report census data for those locations. 

8 The main drawback with this form of representation is that it gives the impression that the catchment areas extend 
equally in all directions, which is not the case. Also, the distances are measured ‘as the crow flies’, not along road networks. 
Typically, ‘areas of influence’ are represented as circles with fuzzy limits because the probability of visiting a centre 
decreases in an exponential way with distance (Pumain 2014). 

9 Also known as cell groups or Bible study groups. These small church gatherings are generally intended to personalise 
Christian fellowship.  

10 The gross floor area of the actual facilities is not publicly available for Brisbane churches (except for some churches that 
are currently redeveloping), so that data is not provided in this study. Some churches were excluded from this analysis: for 
example, churches that lease a school building or part of a larger premise, and churches that lease community centres and 
the like (as the site area was not available). 

11 Non-profit organisations that have originated in Australia to improve the overall health of men through promoting 
opportunities for social interaction.  

                                              


